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Abstract  
 
Influences on variable behavior vary in importance. As researchers, we sometimes want to be 
able to quantify the importance of a particular predictor and to compare predictors on 
importance. Relative importance measures are useful for comparing language varieties, 
identification of predictors to focus on when faced with data sparseness, or to explore in future 
studies. Currently, importance tends to be estimated using numerical range comparisons. The 
present paper argues that range is not a valid measure of importance, especially for predictors 
with more than two levels, and is severely biased in favor of predictors that have more levels. We 
need a valid and unbiased measure of predictor importance that takes into account the number 
of levels a predictor has. Variable importance measures derived from model averaging are 
recommended as alternatives to range. Two such methods are compared by application to a real 
dataset: logistic regression model averaging with models weighted by the Akaike Information 
Criterion and variable importance in random forests of conditional inference trees. The latter is 
argued to have advantages for the types of data commonly found in sociolinguistics. 
 
Acknowledgments: Many thanks to Danielle Barth, the audience at GURT 2012 “Measured 
Language”, and the anonymous reviewers for helpful feedback. 
 

1. The issue1 
In variationist research, we often have a number of categorical predictors2 that influence a 

categorical linguistic variable. For instance, Travis (2007) looks at predictors of whether a pronominal 
subject is expressed overtly in Spanish, which turn out to include semantic verb class, previous realization 
of the subject, and ambiguity of tense/aspect/modality marking. Kapatsinski (2009) looks at the choice of 
adversative conjunction in Russian, which turns out to be influenced by the types of constituents that are 
conjoined, whether or not the event described by the first conjunct is interrupted by the event described 
by the second conjunct, length of the second conjunct, and register. Smith, Durham & Fortune (2007) look 
at monophthongization of /au/ in a Scottish dialect of English, which turns out to be conditioned by the 
identity of the lexical item containing /au/, and by situational context. The tool of choice for determining 
which predictors have an effect on a categorical dependent variable is logistic regression (Johnson, 2008; 
D. Sankoff, Tagliamonte & Smith, 2005), although conditional inference trees are also beginning to be 
used (Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012). 

Aside from identifying predictors that influence the behavior in question, we are often also 
interested in determining which predictors have stronger effects (e.g., Horvath & Horvath, 2003; Poplack 
& Tagliamonte, 2001; Tagliamonte, 2002, 2006; Travis, 2007). One could even think of the former goal as 
a special case of the latter: since the predictors are usually chosen with care, it is a priori unlikely that they 
have no predictive power whatsoever. What we want from our statistical analysis is to identify which 
predictors are the more important ones, and only secondarily, which ones are so unimportant that they 
have no detectable influence given our sample size (e.g., Burnham & Anderson 2002).  

When the predictors are binary, comparing them is relatively straightforward: we can compare the 
absolute values of the regression coefficients associated with the predictors. However, when we are 
dealing with categorical predictors with multiple values, comparisons become tricky because every value 
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(but one) of every predictor is associated with its own regression coefficient. Thus in order to estimate 
the importance of a predictor we need to somehow aggregate all regression coefficients associated with 
it. The standard way to accomplish this in the variationist literature is to subtract the smallest coefficient 
associated with each predictor from the largest coefficient associated with the same predictor, yielding, 
for each predictor, the range of coefficients associated with it.3 Ranges of predictors are then compared 
to each other numerically, and predictors with larger ranges are said to be more important / have a 
stronger effect (Horvath & Horvath, 2003; Poplack & Tagliamonte, 2001; Tagliamonte, 2002, 2006; Travis, 
2007, inter alia).4 

One reason for this interest in relative predictor importance is that we want to be able to compare 
grammars of language varieties: varieties in which the choice between variants is affected by the same 
predictors, and where the predictors are of similar relative importance, are suggested to be closely related 
to each other. For instance, consider the quote below, from the landmark study of African American 
English in the diaspora by Poplack & Tagliamonte (2001) that argued against a Creole origin for African 
American English. 

 
The range, or magnitude, of effect enables us to situate [predictor] effects with respect to 
each other. This is particularly important when all of the comparison varieties share a specific 
conditioning effect. For example, although each of phonological, morphological and aspectual 
factors are implicated in the variable realization of past-tense inflection in Early AAE regular 
verbs, comparison of the relative magnitudes of these effects motivates the claim, in chapter 
6, that zero realizations result primarily from the phonological properties of consonant cluster 
simplification, (in contrast to creoles where aspectual factors would be predicted to prevail). 
In chapter 8, the range permits us to determine the location of each of the comparison 
varieties along the cline of grammaticalization of gonna to auxiliary of future time. (Poplack 
& Tagliamonte, 2001:93-94) 
 
Other examples of cross-dialectal range comparisons are Horvath & Horvath (2003) and Travis 

(2007), who are interested in examining the similarities and differences among varieties of English and 
Spanish respectively. Range is one tool in their arsenal: by comparing ranges across dialects, they infer 
whether or not the grammars of the dialects are the same in the relevant respects. For instance, Travis 
(2007) reports, on the basis of numerical range comparison, that 

 
“the ranking of distance and previous realization (i.e., priming) differs, with previous 
realization having the second strongest effect in the NM data (with a range of 26, compared 
to distance, with a range of 24), and the third strongest effect in the Colombian data (with a 
range of 14, compared to distance, with a range of 16).” (Travis, 2007:116) 
 
Like Poplack & Tagliamonte (2001), Hazen (2011) relies on numerical range comparisons to 

determine predictor importance for t/d deletion within a variety (Appalachian English) and determine its 
place in the grammar as a ‘largely phonological [as opposed to morphophonological] process’. For some 
models of phonology, this would imply a qualitative difference between t/d deletion in Appalachian 
English and t/d deletion in other varieties, in which morphological context is found to have a larger range 
than phonological context.  

 
“following phonological environment was most significant with a range of 66. The difference 
between this range and the ranges of the other two [predictors] should be kept in mind. It is 
evident that C[oronal] S[top] D[eletion] for these speakers is mainly a phonological process 
controlled by the following phonological environment… The [predictor] preceding 
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phonological environment was next most influential, with a range of 29… Contrary to many 
studies, this [predictor] outranked the morphological context in terms of its strength of 
influence.” (Hazen, 2011:122-123) 
 
Hazen (2011) also uses range comparisons to argue for considering a predictor in studies of other 

dialects: 
 
“the [predictor] voice of the consonant cluster was second most influential with a range… of 
38. Considering that most studies do not consider this [predictor], it was a surprise that its 
effect was so strong. With this finding, future researchers should investigate how the voicing 
of the coda affects CSD in different communities.” (Hazen, 2011:120) 
 
Thus evaluating predictor importance is a worthwhile goal both for comparing varieties and for 

deciding which predictors to include in future studies. However, range, as a measure of variable 
importance, has at least the following five problems, which we take up in the rest of the paper: 

1) Range is calculated on the probability scale while the logistic regression model operates on the 
logit scale,5 hence range does not measure how important a predictor is in the model. This is 
not a problem with D. Sankoff & Labov’s (1979) original proposal but is a problem with current 
practice.6 

2) For multileveled predictors,7 range (on whatever scale) ignores most of the data, using only two 
of the levels of the predictor, which may apply to a small minority of observed tokens. This is 
avoided by all other measures of variable importance. 

3) Range is biased in favor of predictors with more levels (whatever scale it is calculated on). This 
makes it difficult to conclude anything if the predictors being compared have different numbers 
of levels and range favors (numerically) the predictor with more levels. This can be avoided by 
approaches that correct for the number of levels a predictor has, including measures based on 
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, Burnham & Anderson, 2002) and random forests of 
conditional inference trees (Strobl et al., 2008).8 

4) It is unclear how range can be applied to random-effects predictors (such as word and speaker), 
which do not have independently estimable coefficients associated with the various levels of a 
predictor. In contrast, AIC values are available for both fixed-effects-only and mixed-effects 
models (Burnham & Anderson, 2002; Bartoń, 2013). The random/fixed-effect distinction is 
unfortunately unavailable for conditional inference trees. 

5) Finally, range (as well as significance and order of selection of a predictor) is calculated within a 
selected model and therefore ignores uncertainty in model selection.9 As argued at length by 
Burnham & Anderson (2002), we should avoid assuming that the identity of the correct model 
is known with complete certainty by allowing all (somewhat) believable or predictive (“good”) 
models to vote for the predictors they contain, the number of votes allocated to a model being 
determined by its degree of believability or predictiveness (“goodness”).10  

 
These problems could be easily rectified by using more sophisticated variable importance measures 

developed more recently in statistics. While being more reliable and valid than numerical range 
comparisons, these measures are also easy to obtain from open-source software packages available in R 
(R Core Team, 2012), MuMIn (Bartoń, 2013), and party (Hothorn et al., 2006).  

In what follows, I first demonstrate the fact that range is biased against predictors with more levels 
by means of Monte Carlo simulations with generated data (Section 2). This method has the advantage 
that the true model that generated the data is known. Therefore, we can test the abilities of various 
methods to recover the truth. Monte Carlo results are not available for range, while they are available for 
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the alternative, preferred ways of measuring variable importance we discuss in Section 3, hence we skip 
the demonstration that these methods lack the bias of range. The interested reader can refer to Burnham 
& Anderson (2002) and Strobl et al. (2008). Instead, Section 4 applies all of the alternative methods to a 
real dataset (a replication of Kapatsinski, 2009, with a new corpus), showing that the choice of method 
can lead to very different conclusions regarding which variables are most important.  We also investigate 
how the various methods are affected by sample size. We conclude (in Section 5) with a recommendation 
against using range, and in favor of using model-averaged variable importance values.11 

 
2. The bias of range: A simulation study 
2.1. Introduction: Range and multileveled predictors 

Differences in numbers of levels across predictors are common in the literature. For instance, Poplack & 
Tagliamonte (2001:124) are interested in the relative importance of phonological vs. aspectual predictors 
of –ed expression, as an indicator of similarity to a creole. The phonological predictors involved have three 
values (stem ends in consonant cluster, single consonant, or vowel; following segment is consonant, 
vowel, or pause) whereas the aspectual predictor has only two levels (habitual/durative vs. punctual). 
Hazen’s (2011) ‘following phonological environment’ predictor has five levels, while morphological 
environment has four. 

Determining how important the same predictor is for various speaker groups can run into the 
same issue. For instance, Smith et al. (2007) look at the situational context as a predictor of phonological 
variant choice for children vs. adults. Situational context has a larger range for children (58 vs. 47) but one 
of the contexts (disciplining) is only present in the child data, adults rarely being disciplined in the corpus. 
Thus, situational context is a three-leveled predictor for adults but a four-leveled predictor for children. 

More extreme differences are also attested. Horvath & Horvath (2003:150) compare relative 
‘strengths’ of ‘vowel length’ (with two levels), sex/social class (with four levels), age (with three levels), 
following contrast (with three levels), vowel height/frontness (with four levels), and [geographical] place 
(with 9 levels) and conclude, based on numerical range comparisons, that the influence of vowel length is 
‘weak’ (range is 2), the effect of age is ‘moderate’ (range is 18), the effect of vowel height/frontness is 
‘strong’ (range is 42), and the effect of place is ‘very strong’ (range is 62.5). Sex/social class does not come 
out as significant, hence its range (9.6) is not taken into account.12 As in the other cases we reviewed, the 
predictors with more levels tend to have greater ranges. This is of particular concern for inherently 
numerical predictors like ‘Age’, where the analyst can choose to split it in as many levels as they want, 
potentially resulting in widely differing range values.  

Smith et al. (2007:95) look at lexical items and situational contexts as predictors of vowel 
pronunciation, reporting a near-maximum range of 95 for the ‘lexical item’ predictor. This huge range is 
perhaps unsurprising given that there are 7 different high-frequency lexical items (plus ‘other’) being 
considered. Situational context, with 4 levels, has a smaller range of 58. Quite appropriately, Smith et al. 
do not make anything of the range difference. Nonetheless, its reporting may suggest to the reader that 
lexical items account for most variance in vowel choice. However, this is quite misleading since most of 
the sample is likely to consist of ‘other’ lexical items, and ‘other’ items favor neither variant with a factor 
weight of .52. Thus for most words, knowing the identity of the word does not allow us to predict how 
/au/ will be pronounced despite 'lexical item' having a range close to 1. 

This highlights, perhaps, the most fundamental problem with range, which is its questionable 
validity for non-binary predictors. In the case of a binary predictor, the range of that predictor is 
straightforwardly interpretable. A range of 1 means that the predictor is perfect: it accounts for all the 
variance in the dependent variable. A range of zero means that the predictor is useless: the dependent 
variable's values are independent of the values of the predictor. Consider now the range of a predictor 
that has three values. Unlike in the case of a binary predictor, a range of 1 no longer means that the 
predictor is perfect. To take an extreme example, suppose that we observe one case in which the predictor 
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has value X, one case in which it has value Y, and 100 cases in which it has value Z. Suppose further, that 
the one time we observe the predictor having the value of X the dependent variable has value A, whereas 
the one time the predictor has value Y the dependent has value B. Then, the predictor has the maximum 
possible range of 1 regardless of what happens with the 100 observations in which it has value Z. 

The rest of this section is intended to show that numerical comparison of ranges is extremely 
likely to yield misleading results when the predictors compared have different numbers of levels (in 
Varbrul parlance, when the factor groups have different numbers of factors) in that the predictor with 
more levels is very likely to come out as more important simply by chance. Thus I urge caution in 
interpreting range values and range differences reported in the previous studies: if a predictor with more 
levels has a greater range than the predictor with fewer levels, this may well be due to chance. In the 
absence of knowledge about how many levels a predictor has, and how observations are distributed 
across those levels, a range number tells us very little about how important the predictor is. Furthermore, 
even if this information were reported, the fundamental validity problem of range would remain 
unaddressed. Thus, heuristics like one suggested in Horvath & Horvath (2003:149), where range values 
are directly mapped onto ‘weak’, ‘moderate’ and ‘strong’ judgments about predictor effects, are 
inappropriate. 

 
2.2. Simulation methods 

The main goal of standard inferential statistics (null hypothesis significance testing) is to keep Type 
I error rate within a study below a certain threshold, which by convention in our field is set to 5% (see 
Kruschke, 2010, for an alternative approach to statistical inference). In the case of comparing two 
predictors on some measure, we want to have no more than a 5% chance of erroneously proclaiming the 
existence of a difference. In the specific case of comparing two predictors, we want to have a no-more-
than-5% chance of declaring two predictors to differ in importance when they are in fact equally 
important.  

In order to know that we are making an error in declaring one predictor to be more important than 
another, we need to know that if we were to continue gathering data ad infinitum, we would find that the 
two predictors do not differ. In other words, we need to be sampling from the population for which the 
null hypothesis is true. In the present case, I sample from a population in which neither of the two 
predictors whose importances are to be compared correlates with the dependent variable. Thus we can 
be sure that if we were to have an infinite sample from the population, both predictors would be useless 
for predicting behavior, and that both would be equally useless. The questions are then  

1)  how often we would erroneously conclude that one of the predictors is more useful than 
the other in a limited sample from this population given that we analyze the sample using 
numerical range comparison; and 

2)  what could cause us to prefer one predictor over another, i.e., does our analysis have a 
bias in favor of one of the predictors. 

Specifically, let us consider the research study design in Table 1. Here, there are two categorical 
predictors X and Z, with different numbers of levels (i vs. j). For each combination of values of X and Z, I 
independently generate a number (Y) from a binomial distribution. This number indicates how often the 
dependent linguistic variable is observed to take the value coded as “1”. The number can vary between 
zero and the number of times we observe that combination of values of X and Z. The mean of Y is 
proportional to how often “1” values occur in the dataset (response bias). In this simulation, the number 
Y is sampled independently for each cell with no reference to values of X and Z. Therefore X and Z should, 
in an infinite sample, be useless for predicting Y.  

 
TABLE 1 HERE 
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We can now vary i, j, and N per cell to determine the influences of number of levels a predictor has 
and sample size on range. To determine this relationship, we create a thousand of such samples of size 
mean(N)*i*j for each combination of mean(N), i, j, and the distribution of N across i and j. We run a logistic 
regression analysis on each sample and calculate the range of each of the predictors based on the 
regression analysis and subtract the range of the predictor with more levels from the range of the 
predictor with fewer levels.13  

The 1000 range differences that we obtain for each combination of the experimental design 
parameters are the sampling distribution of range differences under the null hypothesis given a certain 
study design. We can then ask how large the range difference observed in an actual study with the same 
design has to be for the chance to observe such a large range difference to be below 5%, i.e., the size of 
the range difference that would keep the probability of the study falsely claiming the two predictors to 
differ in importance (Type I error) below 5%. In other words, we can determine whether the observed 
range difference is statistically significant. By varying i, j, and N we can examine the effects of these 
parameters, which vary from study to study, on the critical range difference. 

 
2.3. Statistical issues with range comparison 
2.3.1. Lack of significance testing 

The continued use of range to measure effect size may be due to the fact that range comparisons 
produce easily interpretable results in the case of binary predictors (a.k.a. two-factor groups). For a 
completely useless predictor, the value of the dependent variable is independent of the value of the 
predictor. Therefore, the factor weights associated with each of the values of the predictor would be equal 
(namely, .5). For a perfect predictor, the factor weight associated with one value would be zero, and the 
factor weight associated with the other value would be 1. Thus, range seems to naturally vary between 0, 
which indicates that the predictor is useless, and 1, which indicates that the predictor perfectly accounts 
for the linguistic choice being modeled.  

However, even in the case of comparing two binary predictors, numerical comparison of ranges is 
insufficient. We want to know whether the observed difference in ranges is likely to be a sampling 
accident. Figure 1 therefore shows the critical range differences that would need to be obtained to claim 
that the difference in ranges between two binary predictors is statistically significant. The figure shows 
that 1) with increased sample size, smaller range differences become meaningful, and that 2) nonetheless 
there is no sample size at which a minimal difference in range is meaningful, e.g., a difference of 1% is not 
meaningful for any reasonable sample size. It is not uncommon to observe claims of differences in 
strength being made about predictors based on differences in range or factor weight that are fairly small. 
For instance, Haddican (2003) writes: 

 
“The /e/-root forms of *edun seem to be entering local speech most rapidly, followed by 
[-high] vowels in the conjunction mino0baino and, finally, absence of apheresis. Table 18 
shows a sharp difference in factor weights for older speakers (.77) and younger speakers 
(.21)—a difference of .56… [T]he age difference for /i/ use in mino-baino is slightly smaller 
(.77 vs. .33, respectively)—a difference of .44. And… this difference is even smaller in the 
case of apheresis; the factor weight is .67 for older speakers and .36 for younger 
speakers—a difference of .31.” (Haddican, 2003:30). 

 
Assuming independent observations,14 the results reported here are significant: even the smallest 

difference, the one between the range of age for /e/ and the range of age for /i/ (12%), is above the cutoff 
for the corresponding number of observations per cell (N per cell = 204, Δrangecrit=8%). However, with 
fewer than 60 observations per cell the same difference in ranges would not be significant. Thus without 
knowing how many tokens a range difference is based on (as in, for instance, Horvath & Horvath, 2003), 
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the significance of the difference is impossible to evaluate. One might note, however, that differences in 
numbers of observations are particularly crucial when numbers of observations per cell are relatively 
small: once numbers of observations reach above 100 per cell, increased sample size does not result in an 
appreciable tightening of the interval of meaningless range differences. Thus further data addition does 
not appreciably increase statistical power of range comparisons. 
 
FIGURE 1 HERE  

 
The results of studies that have not tested statistical significance may be in need of revision in both 

directions: for instance, van Herk & Walker (2005) and Jones & Tagliamonte (2004) report that different 
dialects assign the same importance to the same linguistic constraints despite cross-dialectal range 
differences for those constraints that are well within the significant range (e.g., the effect of grammatical 
person in van Herk & Walker, 2005, on –s deletion in regular verbs has a range of 58 for Deep South States 
and 82 for other states, yielding a range difference of 24 with N per cell = 166). If all of the observations 
treated as independent are in fact independent, this difference is meaningful and suggests dependence 
between linguistic and social factors (see also Paolillo, 2011, on the difficulty of empirically establishing 
independence) and a significant difference in the probabilistic grammars of the compared dialects. 

 
2.3.2. Bias in favor of predictors with more levels 

Another issue with using range to measure the effect size of a multileveled predictor is the issue of 
multiple comparisons. In calculating range, we search for the level of a predictor that has the largest 
coefficient and the one that has the smallest coefficient in a post-hoc fashion. As a result of this, the more 
levels a predictor has, the greater the likelihood of observing a large range (e.g., Duncan, 1955). However, 
no correction for multiple post-hoc comparisons is standardly performed. Rather, ranges are simply 
compared numerically, giving an advantage to a predictor with many levels over one with few. As Figure 
2 below shows, the predictor with more levels is very likely to come out as having a larger range even if 
we are sampling from a population in which both predictors have zero predictive value. However, the 
larger the sample, the smaller the advantage becomes. 

 
FIGURE 2 HERE 
 
To take a concrete example, Bayley et al. (2002) investigate variation in handshape in American Sign 

Language and claim that  
 
contrary to what previous arguments […] might lead us to expect, phonological constraints 
did not exert the strongest influence on the choice of the […] variant. Rather, grammatical 
category proved to be the first-order linguistic constraint. (Bayley et al., 2002:38) 
 
The basis for this conclusion is a range comparison. Bayley et al. (2002) compare the influence of 

“grammatical category” pairwise to a number of binary phonological variables coding for presence of 
possible triggers of assimilation near the handshape of interest. Grammatical category is first coded as a 
predictor with 9 levels: “first person pronoun”, “second-person pronoun”, “third-person pronoun”, “wh-
sign”, “grammatical function sign”, “adverb”, “verb”, “adjective”, and “noun”. Subsequently “noun” was 
combined with “adjective”, and “verb” was combined with “adverb”, yielding 7 levels, but, as Bayley et al. 
(2002) note, they were combined post-hoc, based on not observing significant differences in the 
dependent variable across the levels of the independent variable. Thus Bayley et al. are comparing the 
range of a predictor with 9 levels to the range of a predictor with 2 levels.  
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Bayley et al. claim that the predictor with more levels has a stronger effect on the citation/non-
citation form choice than all phonological predictors combined. Unfortunately this is not something we 
can see from the presented data: the authors do not report how well a model with all phonological 
predictors and no knowledge of grammatical category performs compared to a model with knowledge of 
grammatical category and no knowledge of what nearby signs are like phonologically. However, we can 
examine the weaker claim that grammatical category is more influential than the most likely phonological 
predictor. The non-citation forms differ from the citation form in that the citation form has the thumb 
tucked in, while the non-citation forms have the thumb extended. The natural phonological predictor of 
thumb extension is whether nearby signs feature extended thumbs. This is indeed the strongest 
phonological predictor of this choice in Bayley et al. (2002). However, the authors claim that its effect is 
weaker than the effect of grammatical category because grammatical category has a range of 61, while 
the two predictors coding thumb extension (in a previous sign vs. the following sign) each have a much 
more modest range of 21.  

We may then ask, is a predictor with 9 levels whose range exceeds the range of a predictor with 2 
levels by 40 significantly more important, given Bayley et al.’s sample size. Since sample size is 5195 and 
Bayley et al. are comparing a predictor with 9 levels to a predictor with 2 levels, the number of 
observations per cell is 5195/(2*9) = 289. From Figure 2, we can tell that we would expect that the range 
of a predictor with 9 levels would exceed the range of the predictor with 2 levels due to the inherent bias 
of range comparisons. Therefore, the simple fact that the predictor with more levels has a larger range in 
Bayley et al.’s study does not mean that it is the more important predictor, unless we want to say that 
predictors with more levels are more important by definition. More precisely, Figure 2 shows that for 
Bayley et al.’s sample size, the inherent bias of range would most likely produce a difference around 20 in 
favor of the predictor with more levels. Thus, the appropriate null hypothesis for this sample size is not 
that the ranges of the predictors are equal but that the range of the predictor with 9 levels will exceed 
the range of the predictor with 2 levels by 20. 

However, this is only the mean range difference. Range differences that are somewhat larger or 
smaller are only slightly less likely and can arise from the vagaries of random sampling. Thus what we 
really want is the 95% confidence interval around the observed mean of 20. If the observed range 
difference falls outside of that interval, we can be confident that the observed range difference is 
significantly different from the value we would expect under the null hypothesis. 

Figure 3 shows the range differences that are significantly different from the range difference 
expected under the null hypothesis at the conventional 5% level. For around 300 observations per cell, 
the range of a predictor with 9 levels must exceed the range of a predictor with 2 levels by about 50 for 
us to be 95% confident that the difference is not due to chance, and the inherent bias of range. The 
observed difference of 20 in Bayley et al. appears too small to reject the null hypothesis and claim that 
grammatical category is a more important predictor than the presence of an extended thumb either 
before or after the sign of interest, let alone more important than all phonological predictors combined. 

There are four general findings to note about the results in Figure 3: 
1)  Because the range of predictor with fewer levels tends to be smaller than the range of a 

predictor with more levels (Figure 2), the range of a predictor with more levels must be much 
larger than the range of a predictor with fewer levels to be significantly larger.  

2) The range of a predictor with fewer levels does not have to be numerically larger than the 
range of a predictor with more levels for the predictor with fewer levels to be the better predictor. 
When the two predictors differ greatly in their numbers of levels (e.g., 2 levels vs. 6, 7, 8, or 9 
levels in Figure 3), the range of a predictor with fewer levels can be numerically smaller and at the 
same time significantly larger. This is because under the null hypothesis we would expect the 
range of a predictor with more levels to be numerically larger than the range of a predictor with 
fewer levels. 
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3) The larger the sample, the less the range difference needs to deviate from the null to be 
significant.  

4) However, at no reasonable sample size are numerical range comparisons meaningful: the 
bias of range comparisons in favor of the predictor with more levels persists across sample sizes. 
Of course, sample size must be infinite for an infinitesimally small deviation from the null to be 
meaningful. What Figure 3 shows is that for reasonable sample sizes, there are commonly 
observed range differences that are not meaningful, e.g., the predictor with more levels having a 
range that exceeds the range of a predictor with fewer levels by 7. 

 
FIGURE 3 HERE 
 
Let us consider some more examples. Travis (2007), in a study predicting subject expression vs. 

omission in New Mexican and Colombian Spanish  writes: 
 
The magnitude of effect of the predictors is determined. This is captured in the range 
[…] we get similar results across the two data sets, with verb class having the strongest 
effect (with a range of 35 in the N[ew] M[exican] data and 32 in the Colombian data), 
and T[ense]A[spect]M[odality] having one of the weakest effects (with a range of 15 
and 14, respectively) (Travis, 2007:15). 

 
Verb class is a predictor with five levels (“psychological”, “speech”, “copula”, “motion”, and 

“other”). Psychological verbs are most likely to have with expressed subjects, followed by copula, speech, 
other and finally motion. TAM is a predictor with two levels (“ambiguous” and “unambiguous”). The 
number of observations per cell is 853/(5*2)=85 for the New Mexican data and 878/(5*2)=88 for the 
Colombian data. The observed range difference is 20 for New Mexico, and 18 for Colombia, both in favor 
of the predictor with more levels. Figure 3 shows that one would want a difference of around 50 to be 
confident that the predictor with more levels really has a stronger effect of subject expression. In fact, if 
anything, -20 at 85 observations per cell is closer for the cutoff for the predictor with fewer levels (TAM) 
having the stronger effect than the one with more levels. 

Kapatsinski (2009) examines predictors of adversative conjunction choice in Russian, which has 
three but-equivalents. While Kapatsinski does not discuss range differences between the predictors, he 
labels range as “effect size”, implicitly suggesting that it is a valid measure of relative predictor 
importance. According to numerical range comparisons, the most important predictor of conjunction 
choice is the types of conjoined constituents (nominal vs. verbal vs. asymmetric), which has larger range 
than any of the other predictors. However, it is also the only predictor that has more than two levels, and 
its range is only larger than that of the nearest competitor, the irrealis-realis construction, by 12 in the 
analysis that most favors it (the choice of da vs. no and odnako, Table 3), which is clearly too small to make 
any conclusions (one would want an advantage of at least 25 given the study’s 110 observations per cell). 

The examples above show that it is common to observe a predictor with more levels having a non-
significantly greater range than a predictor with fewer levels. It is worth noting that it is not always the 
case that a predictor with more levels has the larger range, and when the inverse is true, this result is 
likely to be a reliable difference in predictor importance. For instance, Smith et al. (2007) find that 
sentence type (interrogative vs. declarative) has a stronger role than situational context (play, vs. routine, 
vs. teaching) on the choice of morphologically third-person singular verbs with plural subjects in Scottish 
English. The range of the predictor with fewer levels is larger than the range of the predictor with more 
levels by 15 percentage points, which is a significant difference even with 35 observations per cell. Walker 
(2001:21) reports that lexical aspect (a predictor with two levels) has a stronger influence on overt 
expression of present tense than sentential aspect (a predictor with three levels) in Samaná English. Again, 
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the range of the predictor with fewer levels exceeds that of the predictor with more levels by 15, which is 
a significant difference (the number of observations per cell is 470). However, it should be noted that such 
cases are greatly outnumbered among the studies reporting range values in Language Variation and 
Change: when predictors have to compete on how large their ranges are, the predictor with fewer levels 
is at a decided disadvantage. 

 
3. Alternatives: Variable importance through model averaging in logistic regression and random forests 

An ideal variable importance measure would be able to deal with predictors with any number of 
levels, continuous as well as categorical, without having a bias in favor of predictors with many levels (or 
for those with few) or ignoring any of the data. It would be able to deal with models containing 
interactions, and models containing random effects as well as fixed effects. It would not depend on the 
assumption that the true model was found through the model selection process, and take into account 
model selection uncertainty. 

There are two proposed methods for measuring variable importance, both of which rely on model 
averaging: allowing all plausible models vote for the predictors they contain, with the goodness of a model 
influencing how many votes it gets (Burnham & Anderson, 2002:345-47). One method was developed 
within a regression / generalized linear model context (Burnham & Anderson, 2002; see Kuperman & 
Bresnan, 2012:605-609, for a previous application to linguistic data and a step-by-step description of how 
to compute the variable importances by hand; the method is implemented in the MuMIn package in R, 
Bartoń, 2013). We will call it “regression-based multimodel infererence”. The other method, called 
“random forests”, was developed within a classification and regression tree framework (first by Breiman, 
2001, and then perfected to avoid bias in favor of predictors with more levels by Hothorn et al., 2006, in 
the development of the party package for R; the difference in bias is shown in Strobl et al., 2008; for a 
brief introduction and application to linguistic data, see Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012). I will now briefly 
introduce the basic ideas behind the methods, describe the methods themselves, and then proceed to 
compare their performance on a set of linguistic data. I will argue that random forests are superior for 
assessing variable importance in sociolinguistic datasets at present, although this may change with further 
developments in regression-based multimodel inference. Both methods are preferable to the use of 
range. 

 
3.1. Multimodel Inference: Basic assumptions 
Both random forests and regression-based multimodel inference rely on the idea of model averaging 

(see Burnham & Anderson, 2002, for an in-depth presentation, and Hoetting et al., 1999, for a Bayesian 
approach). Whereas classic regression methods, including Varbrule, identify the single best model for a 
dataset, and then assume that the model is true for further inference, multimodel inference drops this 
assumption. Multimodel inference recognizes that there is often considerable uncertainty regarding 
which model is best for a particular set of data,15 and takes this uncertainty (called “model selection 
uncertainty”) into account in estimating how important a predictor is as well as for making predictions. 

An informal kind of multimodel inference appears to have been used in the early stages of variationist 
research. In responding to Kay & McDaniel’s (1979) critique of the variationist method, D. Sankoff & Labov 
(1979:201) write: “Kay & McDaniel’s discussion puts far too much emphasis on the selection of a ‘best’ 
model, which was in practice never a primary consideration. On the contrary, the main use of the various 
models was to locate stable and robust effects that appear in all models, and any data giving results that 
were highly model-dependent were considered insufficient for analysis.”16 What makes present-day 
techniques an improvement over the procedure described in the quote above is that models can now be 
weighted by how good they are. As a result, we do not have to discard datasets for which there are 
multiple plausible models. This situation may not in fact be the result of an inadequate dataset: the data 
to the language learner may likewise be ambiguous and allow different learners to acquire different 
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grammars from the same input. Furthermore, even if the dataset is inadequate for selecting the best 
model with any confidence, it may still be adequate for identifying and ranking the best predictors (and 
the directions of their effects), which the quote above states to be the primary goal of variationist 
research, as long as multimodel inference is used (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). 

There are two equally legitimate but very different goals of statistical inference: prediction of what 
future data from the same population will be like and discovery of the process that generated the data. 
We argue that multimodel inference makes sense whichever goal one has in mind.  

The two goals of prediction and discovery of the underlying model are rather different. As Burnham 
& Anderson (2002:20-22, 89, 155, 286-287) discuss, many approaches to statistical inference assume that 
there is a unique model that generated the data and that the goal of statistical inference is to discover the 
identity of that model. The goal implies that the true generating model is low-dimensional, since 
otherwise it would not be recoverable from a limited dataset. Burnham & Anderson instead take an 
information-theoretic approach: the data contains information that would be recovered again in further 
replications of the study or other datasets drawn from the same population and noise unique to the 
dataset in question. The goal of statistical inference is to recover the information and thereby to allow the 
analyst to make predictions regarding what one would observe in other datasets drawn from the same 
population.  

In many ways, the difference between the approaches echoes the I-Language / E-Language distinction 
in Chomsky (1986). As Chomsky has pointed out, the research goals of I-Language and E-language 
linguistics are very different: E-language linguistics might want to predict what kinds of patterns we will 
find in corpora of the same language variety from a limited sample, whereas I-Language linguistics is 
interested in the models of language learned by the speaker and generating the observed data. Both of 
these are important scientific goals in linguistics, and we will examine the value of multi-model inference 
for both goals.17 

In arguing for an information-theoretic approach to statistical modeling, which we would associate 
with the E-Language goal, Burnham & Anderson (2002:20) write  

 
“In the analysis of real data, it seems unwarranted to pretend that the “true model” is included in 
the set of candidate models… Even if a true model did exist and if it could be found using some 
method, it would not be good as a fitted model for general inference (i.e., understanding or 
prediction) about some biological system, because its numerous parameters would have to be 
estimated from finite data, and the precision of these estimated parameters would be quite low… 
In particular, we believe there are tapering effect sizes in many biological systems; that is, there 
are several large, important effects, followed by many smaller effects, and finally, followed by a 
myriad of yet smaller effects… The smaller effects can be detected only with very large sample 
sizes.” 
 
In simulation studies, Burnham & Anderson (2002:132-136) show that with tapering effect sizes and 

a complex generating model, the use of the true generating model with parameters fitted to a dataset 
leads to predictions that are inferior to predictions obtained by using a simpler model, whose parameters 
can be estimated more reliably from limited data. The true model trained on a realistically-sized dataset 
is inferior (for making predictions) than a simplified version that omits some real but weak predictors.  

In linguistics, we may be faced with a particularly insidious variant of this problem. The I-language 
grammar is presumably acquired by the child from an enormous amount of linguistic data, compared to 
the amount of data contained in a typical sociolinguistic dataset. Thus, even if Labov (1969) and D. Sankoff 
& Labov (1979) are exactly right and the child’s internal grammar takes the form of a logistic regression 
model, that model will not be recoverable from the much smaller dataset analyzed by a quantitative 
(socio)linguist unless the child is a poor learner of probabilistic information and has no strong prior biases 
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to help them.18 In an E-language approach, it therefore appears prudent to focus on knowingly simplified 
models that make for better descriptions and allow for precise estimation of the effects of the more 
important predictors. Under this approach, the measurement of variable importance becomes an 
essential tool of model building rather than something to examine only after the model has been selected. 

Considering now the I-Language goal of recovering the grammar that has generated the data, and 
making the assumption that it is in fact recoverable from the data at hand, it appears clear from recent 
experimental work (some of it summarized in Dąbrowska, 2012, and Yu, 2011) that adult native speakers 
of the same dialect do not all learn the same grammar at both the phonological (Yu, 2011) and syntactic 
(Dąbrowska, 2012) levels (Bloch, 1948). Faced with evidence that is consistent with multiple grammars, 
different children acquire different grammars. For instance, some prefer broader generalizations, while 
others prefer more narrow ones. Given these data, it appears that a linguist interested in community 
grammar would best describe it as a collection of believable individual grammars. As van Oostendorp 
(2013) argues, a single community grammar, by simply ignoring speakers, may not properly take into 
account the interactions among predictors found in individual grammars, and the possibility that some 
predictors do not co-occur in any existing grammar. While historically controversial, this position appears 
entirely consistent with the foundational papers on variationist sociolinguistics. For instance, Cedergren 
& D. Sankoff (1974:353) write that “Further statistical methods must be developed in order to judge when 
small datasets on individual speakers can be aggregated without obscuring categorical distinctions 
between individual grammars”, which implies the existence of idiolects.19 D. Sankoff & Labov (1979:202-
203), in replying to Kay & McDaniel’s (1979) critique of the notion of a homogeneous community 
grammar, which they attribute to variationists, argue that community homogeneity was never assumed 
for production20 and individual can have unique grammars because each speaker belongs to a potentially 
unique set of speech communities. Multimodel inference then allows one to make predictions from such 
a collection of grammars without compromising their individual integrity, thus bringing variationist 
practice in line with theory. 

 
3.2. Multimodel inference with regression models 
Multi-model inference with regression models outside of the Bayesian approach (which would take 

us further afield) was developed in Burnham & Anderson (2002) and implemented in the MuMIn package 
in R (Bartoń, 2013). Kuperman & Bresnan (2012) provide a short introduction and apply the method to 
corpus data with a continuous dependent variable (word duration). As far as I know, the present paper is 
the first to apply it to corpus data with a discrete dependent variable. 

The method involves constructing a set of logistic regression models. Burnham & Anderson (2002) 
warn repeatedly that the set should include only a priori plausible models, should be balanced so that the 
variables whose importances are evaluated occur in similar numbers of models, and should avoid model 
redundancy (i.e., models that are notational variants or near-variants of each other). However, the MuMIn 
package provides a function (dredge()) that allows one to construct all possible models involving a set of 
predictors. Of course, some of these models may not be a priori plausible. Thus, Burnham & Anderson 
(2002:251-52) argue that this procedure should only be used for evaluating variable importance based on 
the complete set of models, rather than for selecting the most believable model: the enormity of the 
candidate model set (2number of predictors) makes uncertainty in model selection very high.21 However, the 
resulting set is appropriately balanced and, assuming low collinearity among predictors, non-redundant, 
which makes the procedure useful for estimating variable importance.  

The constructed models are evaluated by means of the Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 1973) 
adjusted to apply to small samples (AICC, developed in Sugiura, 1978), which adjusts differences in log 
likelihood (as calculated by Varbrule or some other regression software) by the number of coefficients in 
the model and the size of the sample,22 punishing more complex models for their complexity, especially 
when there are few observations to use for fitting the extra parameters in the model.23 The MuMIn 
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package allows one to evaluate both fixed-effects regression models and mixed-effects models fit using 
the lme4 package (Bates, 2013). As argued by Bresnan et al. (2007), Johnson (2008), and Tagliamonte & 
Baayen (2012) for corpus data and by Baayen et al. (2008) and Barr et al. (2013) for psycholinguistic data, 
mixed-effects models provide superior estimates of coefficients associated with the predictors of interest 
compared to fixed-effects-only logistic regression and avoid spurious significance. They provide an elegant 
compromise between fitting separate models to all speakers and fitting one model to the entire 
community (the options available to the analyst previously, as discussed in D. Sankoff & Labov, 1979:207 
and in G. Sankoff, 1973, 1974) by estimating the number of distinct groups of speakers on the basis of the 
data themselves.24 Random forests (discussed next) do not make the distinction, as grouping of levels is 
attempted for all variables. 

The set of models containing a particular predictor votes for that predictor. The number of votes 
allocated to a particular model is determined by its predictiveness, as measured using AICC. Thus 
predictors that make models better are favored over the ones that do not. 

 
3.3. Random forests: Multimodel inference with conditional inference trees 

Conditional inference trees repeatedly split the set of observations in two by values of the various 
predictors. Each time, the most informative predictor is chosen for splitting the dataset. Informative 
predictors improve the ability of the model to predict the value of the dependent variable. 
Informativeness is evaluated given the predictors already in the tree. As discussed in Strobl et al. (2009), 
conditional inference trees are good at detecting complex non-cross-over interactions but relatively poor 
with cross-over interactions in the absence of main effects and with main effects in the absence of 
interactions, which are the conditions under which regression models perform well. 

One can argue that the biases of conditional inference tree models are a better fit to linguistic data 
and that, therefore, as models of production grammar, or I-Language, they have higher explanatory 
adequacy (in the sense of Chomsky & Halle, 1964) than regression models: they look for the types of 
patterns natural language grammars tend to generate (Kay & McDaniel, 1979:179; Kapatsinski, 2013). A 
conditional inference tree expects that there will be specific contexts, defined by a constellation of 
predictor values, where one value of a variable is especially likely to be chosen, and that as features of 
this constellation are taken away, the other value of the dependent variable will be increasingly likely to 
be chosen. The constellation of predictor values is expected to be greater than the sum of its parts. Kay & 
McDaniel (1979:179) argue that change in progress starts in a highly specific context, defined by a 
constellation of contextual predictor values, and later generalizes.25 The existence of such a specific 
context would be easy to detect with a conditional inference tree but difficult to detect with a regression 
model.26 

Random forests extend conditional inference trees by drawing random samples of the data and the 
predictor levels, growing a tree with each sample, and then integrating the predictions and predictor 
importances across all these trees (predictor importance here is estimated by how much prediction 
accuracy, averaged across trees, changes when values of the predictor are permuted: permutation of 
values of important predictors greatly reduces prediction accuracy (Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012:160-
161). 

While individual trees may overfit the data, random forests do not (Strobl et al., 2009; Tagliamonte & 
Baayen, 2012:161, 163). Strobl et al. (2008) show that random forests grown using the party package 
(Hothorn et al., 2006) do not have a bias in favor of predictors with more levels, which earlier random 
forest approaches had. Finally, by sampling over data and predictors, random forests are good at dealing 
with collinear predictors even when there are few observations per level of a predictor (the small-n, large-
p problem, Strobl et al., 2009). Random forests also easily deal with heavily unbalanced datasets and 
empty cells typical of sociolinguistic data, which are often problematic for regression models (Tagliamonte 
& Baayen, 2012:146, 171-172).27 
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4. Does it matter? A real-data study 

Monte Carlo simulation results indicating lack of bias in favor of (or against) predictors with many 
levels are available for AICC-based model selection (Burnham & Anderson, 2002) and random forests of 
conditional inference trees (Strobl et al., 2008). However, Burnham & Anderson (2002:89) rightly criticize 
the vast majority of Monte Carlo simulation studies for not using realistic generating models, in which the 
real generating model is complex and has tapering effect sizes.28 In order to examine the performance of 
the data analysis methods with the types of data found in the study of linguistic variation, we apply them 
to an actual dataset from a replication of a study published in Language Variation & Change (Kapatsinski, 
2009). The dataset has the complexities typical of studies of language variation and change (Tagliamonte 
& Baayen, 2012:142): it is unbalanced, some predictors are correlated, and there are fairly complex non-
cross-over interactions among predictors.29 We then use Monte Carlo techniques with this real dataset by 
generating subsamples of the dataset to see how the performance of the methods is affected by sample 
size. 

 
4.1. The linguistic data 
Kapatsinski (2009) examined adversative conjunction choice in written Russian. Adversative 

conjuctions can all be translated as “but” in English. Russian has three adversative conjuctions: da, no, an 
odnako. Of these, no is by far the most commonly used, followed by odnako and da. In the absence of 
large-scale spoken corpora of Russian, Kapatsinski (2009) restricted his study to written language. The 
present study makes the same decision, as only four instances of adversative da were found in the spoken 
section of the Russian National Corpus (Apresjan et al., 2006). However, whereas Kapatsinski (2009) used 
the Ogonek Corpus (Berger et al., 2001), the only large (7-million-word) corpus of Russian available at the 
time of data collection (2004), the present study uses the Newspaper Corpus, a 100-million-word corpus 
of modern (2001-2013) newspapers. The genres examined in the two studies are comparable: both 
contain articles and interviews published in periodicals with national circulation (Ogonek vs. RBK-daily, 
Sovetskij Sport, Komsomol’skaja Pravda, Izvestija, Novyj Region, RIA Novosti, and Trud). 

Since the present study uses six different newspapers, the predictor “Newspaper” was added to the 
set of predictors used in Kapatsinski (2009). The predictor can be considered random, since a valid 
replication of the study could use different newspapers: the newspapers are simply a sample of possible 
newspapers that could have been used. However, as there are only seven levels for this predictor, and 
the sample size is 900, it is easy to estimate separate coefficients for the individual newspapers, making 
it possible to also treat the predictor as fixed in the statistical model. 

Following Kapatsinski (2009), we collected approximately equal numbers of instances of the three 
conjunctions. Again following Kapatsinski (2009) we collected 300 instances of each. In Kapatsinski (2009), 
the choice was driven by the fact that only 238 instances of adversative da were found in the corpus. With 
the much larger Newspaper Corpus, many more instances could have been collected. However, based on 
our study of results obtained in subsamples of the actual sample, it does not appear that the relative 
predictor importances would change appreciably with a larger sample, thus data collection was not 
continued past n=900. 

Our search queries were da, no, or odnako tagged as CONJ and preceded by a comma. Thus, like 
Kapatsinski (2009), we restricted ourselves to conjunct initial instances of odnako. The results were 
filtered by hand to eliminate non-unit initial instances of odnako, and incorrectly tagged instances of da 
(which can also mean “yes”), instances of da that mean “and”30, and fixed expressions. The exclusion 
criteria were identical to Kapatsinski (2009) and are described in detail there. 

Unfortunately, the corpus could not be sampled truly randomly: it is only available through a web 
interface that outputs search results in reverse chronological order split into pages (like a search engine). 
As a result of the difference in frequency between no and da, taking the first 300 instances of each 
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conjunction that meet the inclusion criteria, as in Kapatsinski (2009), would have resulted in all instances 
of no coming from a single issue of a single newspaper, whereas the instances of da would have come 
from issues of six different newspapers published in a three-year time interval. As a consequence, no 
would have been strongly associated with the newspaper from which all instances of no were sampled in 
the statistical model. 

 To deal with this issue, the first 300 eligible instances of da were retrieved. This established a target 
time period to match in sampling search results for the other conjuctions. Then, the range of pages 
containing search results from the same time period was identified for each of the other conjuctions. This 
range (e.g., page 1 through 5057 for no; 1 through 1153 for odnako) was randomly sampled to determine 
the pages from which to sample instances of the conjunctions. The sample size was 300 to match the 
sample for da, and pages were sampled with replacement, although usually a page was sampled only once 
(matching the finding that there was approximately one eligible instance of da per page of search results).  

The predictors, borrowed directly from Kapatsinski (2009), were:31  
1) Newspaper (with 7 levels). The number of observations per level ranges from 37 for Izvestija to 

226 for Komsomol’skaja Pravda).  
2) Register/genre (with 2 levels: spoken, which was comprised by published interviews, or 

written). Most of the data come from articles, rather than interviews (631 vs. 269 
observations).  

3) The irrealis-CONJ-realis construction (with 2 levels, yes, or no); instances of the construction 
denote a sequence of events, in which the event described by the first conjunct is prevented 
from running to completion by the event described by the second conjunct (e.g., “He wanted 
to leave but was detained.”) In other words, this construction is a formal operationalization 
of the preventive meaning. A non-example is “He left but did not go far.” On the form level, 
the first conjunct contains a verb in the imperfective or conditional, or a finite verb followed 
by an infinitive, while the second conjunct contains a verb in the perfective (Kapatsinski, 
2009). There are 236 instances of the construction in the data. 

4) Types of conjoined constituents, with 3 levels “verbal”, “nominal”, or “asymmetric”. The 
“verbal” type includes conjoined clauses and verb phrases. and is exemplified by “He was 
running fast but slowed down at the end.” or “He was running fast but his heart gave out.” 
The “nominal” type includes noun, prepositional and adjective phrases, and is exemplified by 
“He is tall but skinny, so he doesn’t weigh much.” Or “He is a fighter but a coward.” Or “He 
wanted to apply to one university but to a number of deparments.” The “asymmetric” type 
has conjuncts that, at least on the surface, are of different types, e.g., “He runs, but slowly.” 
Or “He is a fighter but cowardly.” Or “Very well, but he still caught it.” These levels were 
groups of more detailed levels obtained by Kapatsinski (2009) in an exploratory fashion, by 
merging levels that seemed to have the same effect and had common linguistic 
characteristics. Most instances in the data (787) involve verbal constituents. Only 27 instances 
involve nominal conjuncts. 

These predictors are not completely independent. For instance, all 236 instances of the Irrealis-
CONJ-Realis construction involve two verbal conjuncts; register is correlated with newspaper identity: 
Sovetskij Sport (n=179) publishes many more interviews (with sports people and coaches) than the other 
newspapers (~50% vs. ~25%). Asymmetric conjuncts are much more likely in some newspapers (Izvestija, 
Komsomol’skaja Pravda, and Sovetskij Sport, where they comprise about 15-16% of the tokens) than 
others (the rate is 2% in the business newspapers RBK daily and Novyj Region and 6% in Trud and 
RIA_Novosti). 

 
4.2. Methods 
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Following Kapatsinski (2009), we conducted analyses on three separate dependent variables: da vs. 
not da, no vs. not no, and odnako vs. not odnako. This choice was originally driven by the inability of 
GoldVarb to deal with multivalued dependent variables (Kapatsinski, 2009). Conditional inference trees 
can deal with such dependent variables. Multinomial logistic regression is also available (as noted already 
by D. Sankoff & Labov, 1979) but is more difficult to interpret. We retain the three separate analyses for 
comparability.32 All logistic regression models used deviation coding, as in GoldVarb (see Johnson, 2008; 
Paolillo, 2002, for discussion), implemented using sum contrasts in R. 

In order to investigate the influence of sample size on the results of the various analyses, we drew 
random samples (without replacement)33 from the dataset, obtaining 1000 samples of each size between 
100 and 900 divisible by 20 (100, 120, 140, etc.). For each sample, we did both logistic regression modeling 
and random forest modeling and calculated range and the two alternative measures of variable 
importance. The goal of this procedure is to determine whether variable importance measures are likely 
to disagree for realistically sized datasets with realistic relations among the variables and data distribution. 

A step-by-step guide to calculating variable importance by each method is shown in the Appendix.  
 
4.3. Results and discussion 
The linguistic data pattern is, perhaps, most easily summarized using the conditional inference trees 

in Figure 4, which were fit to the entire dataset. For comparability with Kapatsinski (2009), we conduct 
three analyses: da vs. non-da, no vs. non-no and odnako vs. non-odnako rather than using conjunction 
type as a three-valued dependent variable. The tree for da shows that the conjunction is favored by the 
Irrealis-CONJ-Realis construction (suggesting it is associated with a preventive meaning), the asymmetric 
construction, and is disfavored by verbal conjuncts in which the event described by the second conjunct 
does not prevent the event described in the first conjunct from running to completion.  These are instead 
associated with odnako, which is disfavored in interviews. Interviews instead favor no, the most common 
conjunct. These results are consistent with Kapatsinski (2009), thus replicating the findings in a different 
corpus and with different analytic tools. 

The tree also suggests that there are some newspapers that are more likely to use da (Izvestija, KP, 
SovSport), and some that are more likely to use odnako (NovRegion, RBK, RIA_Novosti, which are all more 
official-sounding, business-oriented newspapers). There are no crossover interactions: the direction of 
the effect of a predictor is the same, regardless of the values of other predictors. However, it appears that 
some predictors only matter when other predictors have certain specific values (non-crossover 
interactions). For instance, genre only matters for some newspapers and verbal conjuncts: odnako is 
favored by writing but not enough to override the overwhelming tendency not to use odnako with non-
verbal conjuncts, and the difference between writing and (written-down) interviews is only seen in some 
newspapers.  

 
FIGURE 4 HERE  
 

While we can read variable importances given these particular trees from the trees themselves (the 
variables higher up being more important than variables lower down, and variables not in the tree being 
least important), it is important to realize that the identity of the “true tree” underlying the data is itself 
uncertain. Variable importance calculated using random forests takes this uncertainty into account by 
aggregating variable importances across believable trees. 

Variable importance results are summarized in Table 2 and shown in full detail in Figures 5-7. 
Estimated importances are seen to vary widely across the various measures, suggesting that the choice of 
a measure is important for drawing conclusions in realistic situations. For instance, Conjunct Type is of 
middling importance for the choice of odnako according to the random forest, while its importance is at 
ceiling according to the regression-based measures.  
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When odnako is chosen, Conjunct Type is always verbal (in the data, odnako only conjoins clauses 
and verb phrases). However, knowing that the Conjunct Type is verbal is not all that informative, since 
87% of all instances in the dataset are verbal: verbal conjuncts are conjoined with odnako only 38% of the 
time, barely above the overall rate of 33%. The non-verbal cases (where one knows that odnako is not the 
right choice) are relatively few, comprising only 13% of the data. Thus, overall it does not appear to be a 
good predictor despite being a knockout. In contrast, the levels of Register/Genre, the predictor 
considered most important by the random forest, are much more similar to each other in frequency (27% 
of the data come from interviews), and knowing that a sentence comes from an interview allows one to 
predict that odnako will not be used with 83% accuracy, while knowing that a sentence comes from writing 
predicts a 40% use of odnako. 

Importance values for a particular predictor also vary widely with sample size. For range, estimated 
importance of multivalued predictors drops with increasing sample size, leading to some changes in the 
relative rankings of predictors. Particularly, newspaper identity is considered to be the most important 
predictor with small samples, but its estimated importance drops with a larger sample. The reason for this 
effect of sample size is likely regression to the mean. Coefficients associated with levels of multileveled 
predictors are based on less data than those associated with a binary predictor, making them especially 
unstable when the sample size is small. As the sample size grows to infinity, all coefficients stabilize on 
their true values. Since the effect of changes in sample size is especially large when sample size is small, 
values of coefficients associated with levels of a multileveled predictor (being based on a smaller sample) 
change faster. 

For multimodel inference, predictor importance generally rises with increasing sample size. With 
model weighting based on AICC (Figure 6), the increase is particularly dramatic, such that in most cases 
predictor importance attains the ceiling value (1) with the full sample. This increase is most dramatic for 
the multivalued predictor “Newspaper”. As argued by Burnham & Anderson (2002), complex models 
containing many coefficients can only be justified for large datasets, where all these coefficients can be 
reliably estimated. Thus, other things being equal, inclusion of a multivalued predictor in the model 
demands a larger dataset, and the importance of a multivalued predictor is strongly affected by sample 
size. The predictors in the current model are all useful for predicting the choice of conjunction, thus with 
increasing sample size models containing these predictors become vastly more probable than model that 
do not include these predictors. As a result, all variable importance values approach 1. 

While this is clearly the intended behavior of AICC, the fact that variable importances converge on 1 
with a realistic dataset size suggests that this method of multimodel inference is not ideal for establishing 
variable importance rankings, something that is of great interest to sociolinguists for comparing language 
varieties (e.g., Poplack & Tagliamonte, 2001). The random forest approach to variable importance appears 
much more useful, since variable importances obtained from the random forest do not converge on a 
ceiling value but rather stabilize at unequal levels, allowing one to obtain variable importance values from 
running the analysis once on the whole dataset. 

Aside from showing better predictive power than individual trees (even the best fit tree, as 
documented in Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012, for sociolinguistic data), random forests also provide 
information about tree/model selection uncertainty that we do not obtain from the best tree fit to the 
entire dataset. For example, the random forests for no suggest that there are plausible trees that include 
Conjunct Type, whereas the best tree fit to the entire dataset does not. In fact, Conjunct Type appears to 
be slightly (but reliably) more important than Genre/Register, which does appear in the best tree, 
although both predictors are relatively unimportant for choosing no. [CHECK ConjunctType/Register 
correlation). The best tree for odnako disagrees with the random forest in variable importance: 
Newspaper is at the top of the tree, suggesting it is the most important predictor, but Register/Genre is 
seen as much more important across believable trees. This suggests that the tree shown is more believable 
than any one tree that has Register/Genre on top but that it is more believable generally that some tree 
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with Register/Genre on top is the true one: the summed probabilities of trees that consider 
Register/Genre to be important are greater than the summed probabilities that consider Newspaper 
Identity to be most important. The best tree for da disagrees with the random forest quite profoundly: 
the most important predictor according to the tree, Newspaper, is least important according to the forest. 
The second most important predictor in the forest (Register/Genre) does not even appear in the tree. 
Doing inference on the basis of the tree, rather than the forest, would thus cause us to consider that the 
second most important predictor (Register/Genre) has zero importance. 
 
TABLE 2 HERE 
FIGURE 5 HERE 
FIGURE 6 HERE 
FIGURE 7 HERE 

 
5. Conclusion 

Numerical comparisons of ranges of coefficients associated with predictors that have more than 
two levels do not measure what they are intended to measure, namely the relative importance of these 
predictors. Numerical comparisons generally are unreliable, since their statistical significance is unknown. 
Range is biased in favor of predictors with more levels, which are likely to have large range simply by 
chance. Range is also not a valid measure of effect size for predictors with more than two levels. 
Nonetheless, the reporting and use of range are widespread. It is time for change.  

This paper advocates abandoning reporting and comparing range values and switching to evaluation 
of predictor importance with multimodel inference. Multimodel inference addresses the longstanding 
worry about the fact that we are never completely certain regarding what is the ‘best’ or ‘true’ model 
(Burnham & Anderson, 2002; Hoetting et al., 1999). It may well be the case that there are several close 
contenders to the best model, and that in the long run, with more data, these contenders will turn out to 
be the better model. Evaluating predictor importance within the single best model ignores this 
uncertainty. We have also seen that it is possible that multiple of the close contenders assign high 
importance to a predictor that the most probable model lacks. In this situation, accepting the most 
probable model’s conclusion that the predictor in question is completely unimportant is not defendable. 
As a result, several researchers have started evaluating predictor importance across models, weighting 
the contribution of each model by how believable or predictive it is given the data so far. We have 
explored two such methods, implemented in the packages MuMIn (Bartoń, 2013) and party (Hothorn et 
al., 2006) in R (R Core Team, 2012). These methods compare the predictiveness of models that include a 
certain predictor to the predictiveness of models that exclude it. They take into account the inevitable 
uncertainty about the identity of the true underlying model/grammar and the potential for idiolectal 
variation by allowing all grammars that are somewhat consistent with the data to vote for the predictors 
they contain, weighting the models’ votes by how believable they are. They avoid a bias in favor of 
predictors with more levels, and take into account all the data available.  

Variable importance in random forests of conditional inference trees appears (at this point) to be 
particularly suitable for ranking alternative predictors whether one’s goal is prediction (E-Language) or 
inference of the underlying generating model(s) (I-Language). Variable importance in logistic regression 
models evaluated using the Akaike Information Criterion, as modified by Sugiura (1978) for small samples, 
is also a principled alternative rooted in good statistical theory (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). However, 
as the sample size grows, importances of strong predictors converge to 1. As a result, the method does 
not allow one to rank strong predictors in importance relative to each other when the sample size is 
(realistically) large. In contrast, the variables remain differentiated in importance as measured by random 
forests. 
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Appendix: Doing multimodel inference 
In the text, we advocate for the use of two methods of multimodel inference. Both are  

implemented in R (R Core Team, 2012). Other statistical software packages may have their own versions 
but the present author is unfamiliar with them. 

For multimodel inference using logistic regression, one first fits a maximal logistic regression model, 
containing all the predictors of interest and the possible interactions. One can use the glm() function for 
a fixed-effects-only model or the lmer() function in the lme4 package (Bates, 2013) for a mixed-effects 
model. In both cases, “family” should be set to binomial(link=”logit”) to specify that the model is logistic 
regression, e.g., if we have two fixed-effects predictors and a random effect, such as speaker, and we can 
test their interactions, we’d use lmer(dv ~ predictor1*predictor2 + (1+ 
predictor1*predictor2|randomFactor1), family=binomial(link=”logit”)), where dv is your dependent 
variable. If you’d like to use deviation coding as in Varbrul (though see Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012, for 
arguments against it), then use contrasts(predictori)<-contr.sum(k), where k is the number of levels of 
predictori, for every predictor in the model prior to running glm() or lmer(). The output of glm() or lmer() 
could then be used as input to dredge() in the MuMIn package (Bartoń, 2013). In other words, 
dredge(lmer()) or dredge(glm()). The output of dredge() is input to model.avg(), which outputs the 
predictor importance values for all predictors in the glm() or lmer() model. Thus, to put everything in one 
line, model.avg(dredge(glm())) or model.avg(dredge(lmer())). Of course, the usual cautions regarding 
collinearity and missing data associated with logistic regression models apply. 

For multimodel inference using conditional inference trees, you will need the party package for R 
(Strobl et al., 2008). You first fit a random forest to your data using the cforest() command. Prior to running 
cforest(), make sure that R knows that all of your categorical predictors are factors and not numerical, as 
there is no “family” option in cforest(). The syntax is the same as in glm(), except interaction terms need 
not be entered: the forest will try interactions by default. Thus, with two predictors, cforest(dv ~ 
predictor1 + predictor2). Variable importances are extracted from the output with the varimp() command. 
Thus, varimp(cforest()). Random forests are highly tolerant of collinearity and missing data (Tagliamonte 
& Baayen, 2012) and thus may run even if the logistic regression equivalent does not.  
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Notes 
1 Nothing in this paper should be taken to imply that previous variationist work is invalid, especially insofar 
as the conclusions made therein do not depend entirely on the results of numerical range comparisons, 
which is undoubtedly the usual case. Range is one tool in the variationist toolkit, and does have heuristic 
value (as pointed out by D. Sankoff & Labov, 1979). The fact that better tools have become available does 
not mean that range should never have been used. The point is only that it should not continue to be used 
now that better tools are available. Studies we focus on are singled out not because they are particularly 
problematic but rather either because they are typical examples or because they provide particularly clear 
statements on the role of range in current variationist research. 
2 In Varbrul terminology, such predictors are called ‘factor groups’ and levels of a predictor are called 
‘factors’. Here, we will use the standard statistical terminology. Note also that predictors here could be 
continuous as well as categorical, although we focus on categorical predictors, since they are the only 
type of predictor available in Varbrul and therefore featured in most studies. We retain the term ‘factor 
weight’ for coefficients transformed into probability values. 
3 The use of range may stem from the following statement in D. Sankoff & Labov (1979:196): “The size of 
the smallest and largest parameters [=coefficients] in a family [=factor group/predictor] gives a rough idea 
of the importance of that family in relation to other constraint families”. However, differently from current 
practice, D. Sankoff & Labov propose comparing coefficients, which are on the logit scale, where effects 
of the various predictors sum, rather than factor weights, which are on the probability scale, where effects 
of the predictors combine multiplicatively. The logit-to-probability transformation is non-linear when 
probabilities are close to 0 or 1, which makes range comparisons on the probability scale additionally 
problematic. Comparisons on the logit scale, as proposed by D. Sankoff & Labov (1979) are better but still 
suffer from a bias in favor of predictors with more levels due to the multiple-comparisons problem 
inherent to range. 
4 No other way of measuring predictor importance is mentioned in Tagliamonte’s (2006) textbook. Of 44 
papers that report some measure of predictor importance in the 21st century issues of Language Variation 
& Change, 40 (90%) report range values (Aaron, 2010; Alamillo, 2009; Bayley et al., 2002; Blas Arroyo, 
2008; Buchstaller et al., 2010; Carvalho, 2004; Cheshire & Fox, 2009; Copple, 2011; D’Arcy, 2005; DalNegro 
& Vietti, 2006; DuBois & Horvath, 2003; Haddican, 2003; Hazen, 2011; Hoffman & Walker, 2010; Horvath 
& Horvath, 2001, 2003; Jones & Tagliamonte, 2005; Kapatsinski, 2009; Laitinen, 2008;  Langman & Bayley, 
2002; Meyerhoff, 2009; Moore, 2010; Nagy & Irwin, 2010; Raumoulin-Brunberg, 2005; Schwenter & 
Torres Cacoullos, 2008; Shain & Tonhauser, 2010; Smith, 2001; Smith et al., 2007, 2009; Sundren, 2009; 
Tagliamonte et al., 2005, 2010; Tagliamonte & Temple, 2005; Tent, 2001; Torres Cacoullos & Aaron, 2003; 
Travis, 2007; van Herk & Walker, 2005; Walker, 2001, 2005; Weldon, 2003). Four rely on alternative, and 
superior, methods of evaluating predictor importance that implicitly rely on model comparison (order of 
selection: Nagy et al., 2003; Schembri et al., 2009; Scherre, 2001; and significance value associated with 
the predictor in the model: Angermeyer & Singler, 2003). At the moment this search was conducted 
(2011), none relied on multimodel inference. Since then, Tagliamonte & Baayen (2012) introduced the 
use of a random forest variable importance measure, which the present paper argues for, to variationist 
research. 
5 logit(p) = log(p/(1-p)) = β0+β1*x1+ … +βn*xn (The logit link function was introduced into sociolinguistic 
data analysis by Rousseau & D. Sankoff, 1978; see also D. Sankoff & Labov, 1979:194-195 for a discussion 
of its advantages over earlier approaches). The logistic transformation stretches the ends of the 
probability scale, making the difference between, say, probabilities of .01 and .1 (.09 on the probability 
scale, ~2.4 in logits), larger than that between .4 an .5 (.1 on the probability scale, ~0.2 in logits). 
Unfortunately, there appears to be little empirical work on probability matching by humans, or even non-
human animals, when probabilities are close to 0 or 1. N. Anderson (1960), Ferdinand et al. (2013), and 
Lindskog et al. (2013) come, perhaps, closest to the extrema and find systematic deviation from the 
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probability-matching behavior expected by the logistic link function. Nonetheless, we will assume the 
psychological reality of the logistic transformation, as all existing regression models of binary choice do. 
6 Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for bringing this to my attention. See also Tagliamonte & Baayen 
(2012:172). 
7 A reviewer asks “Can we solve this whole problem by never running factor groups (predictors) with three 
levels?” I will assume that we are often interested in predictors that genuinely do have more than two 
levels, as in all the papers cited above in footnote 2. It is possible to recode some multilevel predictors 
into a set of binary predictors, which often seems desirable with respect to increasing interpretability of 
the models, but I assume that the multileveled predictors used in the literature are usually genuinely 
multileveled and cannot be uncontroversially reduced to a set of binary contrasts a priori.  

8 Usually, when two language varieties are compared, the compared grammars have the same 
predictors/variables/constraints. However, the same predictor does not always have the same levels 
across language varieties. Inequality arises when the levels of the predictors are drawn from a larger 
population of possible levels, i.e., when the predictors are random effects. For example, the likelihood 
that a speaker will omit the subject of a sentence may depend on the identity of the verb (Erker & Guy, 
2012) as well as the identity of the subject NP; the identity of a word containing [u] may affect the 
pronunciation of the vowel (Smith et al., 2007); and individual speakers may be free to deviate from the 
community average across language varieties. It appears legitimate to compare varieties on, for instance, 
the extent to which vowel monophthongization is lexically specific (Smith et al., 2007; see also Hazen 
2011) or variable across speakers. The former can be taken to be an indication of the productivity of the 
monophthongization rule, while the latter may indicate the extent to which monophthongization is a 
socially marked feature in the community. Here, the predictors are random effects and may therefore not 
have the same levels in another language variety to be considered the same predictors. We want to again 
compare and average models, but the models in question will be mixed-effects models, ones containing 
both random and fixed effects (see Johnson, 2008, for an implementation of such models that produces 
Varbrule-like factor weights). Range is a particularly bad measure of importance for a random effect. 
9 That such uncertainty can be considerable is indicated by the fact that step-up and step-down analyses 
do not always converge on the same model (see Burnham & Anderson, 2002, ch.6 for a fairly extreme 
example). 
10 This terminology is deliberately vague as we do not wish to take a stand on the frequentist / 
Information-Theoretic / Bayesian debate in statistics (e.g., Burnham & Anderson, 2002; Kruschke, 2010). 
How much value one places on predictiveness vs. believability seems largely a function of the research 
question being asked. 
11 Cf. “The order of selection of [predictor]s typically mirrors the order of strength of factors as assessed 
by the range. However, this may not always be the case. For example, it is possible that within a [predictor] 
a particular environment, represented by a very small number of tokens might have a near-categorical 
effect, while the other environments, represented by much larger numbers of tokens, might be much 
closer. In this case, the range for that [predictor] might be greater than it would be for another [predictor] 
which actually has more effect. This means that if there is conflict between the range and the order of 
selection of [predictor]s, it will be necessary to seek other evidence in order to argue for which [predictor] 
is actually the strongest.” Tagliamonte (2007). I disagree. If further evidence must be sought only in cases 
of conflict, then range and order of selection are valued equally (despite superiority of the latter) and 
more highly than other measures of variable importance, whereas the present paper argues that range 
should be assigned a very low weight if any in assessing the importance of a variable. 
12 As we discuss later (Sections 3 and 4; see also Burnham & Anderson, 2002), this is an issue with current 
practice. The fact that the best model does not include a predictor does not mean that it has zero 
importance if a multimodel inference approach is taken: there may be several slightly inferior but 
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nonetheless somewhat plausible models that include the predictor in question. Further, their combined 
probability may be higher than the probability of the best model. 
13 This is the part where we can vary the type of statistical analysis we perform on the data and determine 
whether some analyses are less prone to a bias in favor of predictors with some characteristics and/or 
less likely to erroneously accept useless predictors as significant. I do not pursue this here because 
comparable results are already available for the alternative measures of importance. See Burnham & 
Anderson (2002) and Strobl et al. (2008). 
14 This is probably an incorrect assumption, given that each observation does not come from a different 
speaker (see Johnson, 2008). We are making this assumption because it is assumed in the original study 
and there is no way to recover the dependencies from the reported results. 
15 Model selection uncertainty is especially high when the predictors are correlated and when the number 
of observations is relatively small compared to the number of predictors, which is quite typical for 
linguistic data: we are interested in predicting the value of a linguistic variable from the other 
characteristics of the highly multi-dimensional linguistic and social context, making the number of 
potential predictors high. Given the redundancy of linguistic signals (which is functional in transmitting 
information in a noisy environment), the linguistic predictors are often highly correlated. Further, multiple 
correlated predictors are likely to have the same effect on a linguistic variable, since languages need to 
be acquired and redundancy in the predictor set makes prediction of the value of the dependent variable 
easier in perception, and access to the contextually appropriate value easier in production. Finally, social 
variables are also likely to correlate (e.g., segregation leads to confounding of geographical and social 
variables, which may make the same value attributable to both, as documented in Auer, 2013). Both 
linguistic and social similarity spaces are clumpy, rather than occupied uniformly, with some regions of 
the spaces crowded and others empty or virtually empty (called “harmonic alignment” for linguistic 
variables by Bresnan et al., 2007). Finally, linguistic changes tend to happen in highly specific context, 
defined by a combination of values of many linguistic and social variables (Kay & McDaniel, 1979), an 
observation that provides the primary motivation for constructionist and exemplar approaches 
(Pierrehumbert, 2006) but which may also motivate the use of random forests of conditional inference 
trees (after all, exemplar models can be restated as trees: Daelemans & van den Bosch, 2005; Ernestus & 
Baayen, 2003). 
16 The models discussed in the passage above are the various link functions proposed in Labov (1969) and 
Cedergren & D. Sankoff (1974), which were later abandoned (with good reason) in favor of the logistic link 
function (D. Sankoff & Labov, 1979:201), rather than (as in this paper) alternative predictor sets. However, 
if the concern of the analyst is indeed primarily with the most likely predictors rather than most likely 
models, the statement generalizes to models that contain different sets of predictors, and multimodel 
inference is the appropriate approach. 
17 Kay & McDaniel (1979) argue for the E-language position that regression models generated by Varbrule 
are descriptions of corpus-linguistic data. Cf. a comment from an anonymous reviewer on an earlier 
version of this manuscript: “We are not really trying to predict anything, we are trying to understand and 
explain variation. We are modeling what is in the mind of the speakers/writers as they produce language. 
We are trying to get at the system of language as represented in the data out there in the world.” 
(emphasis mine) It is unclear what D. Sankoff & Labov’s (1979) position is on the matter. D. Sankoff & 
Labov (1979:216) first seem to take the same position as Kay & McDaniel: “Grammars containing 
probabilistic rules… predict frequencies of sentences and more important, of various sentence types.” 
However, D. Sankoff & Labov (1979:202) argue that the models are intended to be psychologically real, 
production grammars generating the linguistic data. D. Sankoff & Labov (1979:217) write that “it was clear 
from the start that variable rules were the appropriate mechanism to describe the acquisition of 
grammar” but later on the same page that “we do not make the error of confusing the set of rules we 
write with the grammatical processes that people use”. 
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18 Not everyone shares the hypothesis that I-Language grammars are complex enough to be difficult to 
infer from a small dataset without strong prior biases, cf. Pierrehumbert (2001), Kapatsinski (2013). The 
point here is that the feasibility of an empiricist I-Language working hypothesis in linguistics depends 
entirely on the assumption that the internalized grammars are in fact fairly simple. 
19 These methods include Rousseau’s (1978) speaker clustering method (see also D. Sankoff & Rousseau, 
1978; D. Sankoff & Labov, 1979:208-210) and mixed-effects models (Baayen et al., 2008; Bresnan et al., 
2007; Johnson, 2008; Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012). 
20 E.g., D. Sankoff & Labov (1979:203) “Even on the level of speech production no user of variable rules 
has claimed, implicitly or explicitly, that a single rule per variable is always cable of accounting for the 
‘orderly heterogeneity’ characteristic of a speech community… Furthermore, a great deal of the more 
recent research… has been preoccupied with the problem of community heterogeneity.” D. Sankoff & 
Labov (1979:202): “every speaker is a member of many nested and intersecting speech communities”. 
21 This is also a fundamental problem with stepwise approaches like Varbrul/GoldVarb (Burnham & 
Anderson, 2002:269-271). 
22 AICC = -2(log(L)) + 2K/(n-K-1) where K is the number of parameters/coefficients in the model, n is the 
number of independent observations, and L is the likelihood of data given the model and the fitted 
parameter values. Model comparison in Varbrul uses the log(L) term without the additional adjustments 
for model complexity and sample size. Burnham & Anderson (2002:121-124) document at least one case 
where the lack of these adjustments lacks to high uncertainty regarding the identity of the best model, 
and assigning high probability to many highly complex models that do badly in generalizing to new data. 
23 As discussed by Burnham & Anderson (2002), for realistically-sized datasets with tapering effects, AICC 
shows superior performance to alternative model selection criteria, including log-likelihood tests 
(2002:35-37, 121-24, 337-39), AIC (2002:323-38), and BIC (2002:286-300), selecting more predictive 
models and being more likely to recover the true generating model. Selection by significant difference in 
log likelihood (as in Varbrue/Goldvarb) is shown to be likely to select models containing a superset of 
predictors in the most predictive model (especially as sample size increases), while BIC tends to select a 
model containing a subset of the predictors in the best model. AIC is equivalent to AICC for extremely large 
samples (n>100000), while BIC is recommended only if there is reason to believe that the real generating 
model is in the set of models compared, and is relatively simple with no tapering effects. 
24 The number of such groups for any given coefficient in the model (intercept or slope) is then treated as 
the number of additional parameters introduced by the random intercept or slope for the purposes of 
calculating AICC (Burnham & Anderson, 2002:310-17). Calculation of the number of parameters in a mixed-
effects model and the number of independent observations is controversial (Baayen et al., 2008) but this 
may not be a large issue in the context of model averaging when the models of interest have the same 
random-effects structure, i.e., when the fixed-effects predictors are being compared in importance, as 
here. Here, all models have the same random-effects parameters so the number of those parameters 
should not affect the evaluation of relative goodness of the models. 
25 Kay & McDaniel (1979:179): “Change often begins with an increase or decrease in frequency of rule 
application in a single environment, that is, under a single combination of constraints, while the 
frequencies in other environments remain stable.” 
26 Some other aspects of the trees, such as binarity of splitting, and the ability for the same predictor to 
have different effects depending on a constellation of values of stronger predictors seem more 
controversial from an explanatory adequacy standpoint. However, regression here is even less 
constrained, predicting that interactions between features can just as easily be learned when neither of 
the features in question has a significant main effect, which is found to be difficult to learn for humans 
when the combinations of features are arbitrary (Warker et al., 2008; Kapatsinski, 2009b). 
27 From an I-Language standpoint, this is essential, since there is no way for a child to be exposed to a 
balanced dataset when learning language (Zipf, 1949). The ability to deal with large-p, small-n problems 
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is likewise essential in the early stages of language acquisition when the child has encountered only a 
small number of highly multidimensional linguistic stimuli (Kapatsinski, 2013). 
28 Burnham & Anderson (2002:89): “One serious problem with the statistical literature as regards the 
evaluation of AIC has been the use of Monte Carlo methods using only very simple generating models 
with a few large effects and no smaller, tapering effects.” Burnham & Anderson (2002:287): “We question 
(deny, actually) the concept of a simple “true model” in the biological sciences.” 
29 Unlike many sociolinguistic dataset, the present one does not have any truly social variables like gender 
or social class. However, existing models of linguistic variation either do not treat these differently from 
linguistic variables, or separate models are fit for different speakers or social groups (see D. Sankoff & 
Labov, 1979, for discussion). Thus, our results should also apply to analyses of datasets that include social 
variables. 
30 While these are usually not preceded by commas (unlike adversative uses of da where a comma is 
always prescribed), they can be if a clause boundary or a parenthetical immediately precedes the 
conjunction. 
31 Two other predictors from Kapatsinski (2009): a binary measure of following constituent length 
(binarized due to inability of GoldVarb to deal with continuous predictors), and topicality of the second 
conjunct, are not included here. The former is largely redundant with genre, with long constituents 
favoring the more formal odnako, thus its inclusion could result in model redundancy problematic for 
measuring variable importance in regression models (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). The latter could not 
be measured for most instances in the sample, since it was operationalized as anaphoric linkage between 
some noun phrase in the second conjunct and the following sentence, and is therefore of very limited 
importance and potentially problematic for regression models. 
32 If no is treated as a default adversative conjunction (as argued in Kapatsinski, 2009), it may also be 
argued that the no vs. non-no analysis can be dispensed with. However, we retain this analysis because 1) 
the default status of no is controversial, and 2) the results are illustrative of the differences among 
approaches to variable importance when the choice of the dependent variable value is relatively 
unpredictable (compared to da vs. non-da and odnako vs. non-odnako analyses). 
33 While Burnham & Anderson (2002:90-93), among others, advocate sampling with replacement, we 
obtain the same relationship between me(di)an variable importance and sample size with both sampling 
methods. The main difference is that sampling with replacement allows for an unlimited number of 
distinct samples of size n to be drawn from the actual dataset of the same size. As a result, sampling with 
replacement suggests that variability in estimated variable importance across replications shrinks with 
increasing sample size as the size of the sample approaches the size of the actual dataset (once the sample 
size reaches dataset size, all replications use the same sample, the actual dataset), while sampling with 
replacement does not. However, we are not particularly interested in the extent of this variability here. 
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Table 1. The design of the simulation study. X and Z are predictors, with i and j values respectively. There 
are observations for every combination of values of X and Z. N is the number of observations, which can 
vary independently across values of X and Z. Y is the number of times the binary dependent variable 
takes the value coded as “1”. In other words, Y is the number of “successes” out of N observations. 

  X1  X2  X…  Xi 
Z1  Y11/N11  Y12/N12  Y1…/N1...  Y1i/N1i 
Z2  Y21/N21  Y22/N22  Y2…/N2...  Y2i/N2i 
Z… Y…1/N…1  Y…2/N…2  Y…/N…  Y…i/N…i 
Zj  Yj1/Nj1  Yj1/Nj1  Yj…/Nj...  Yji/Nji 
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Table 2. Variable importance rankings for the various criteria and sample sizes. (‘>>’ indicates ‘more 
important than’, “,” indicates ‘approximately equal in importance to’). 

Da vs. non-da: 
 Range, n>140: Newspaper >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Conjunct Type >> Genre 
 Range, n<140: Newspaper >> Conjunct Type >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Genre 
 MMI LR, n>320: Newspaper, Irrealis-CONJ-Realis, Conjunct Type >> Genre 
 MMI LR, n<320:  Newspaper, Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Conjunct Type >> Genre 
 RandomForest: Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Genre >> Conjunct Type >> Newspaper 
Odnako vs. non-odnako: 
 Range: Conjunct Type >> Newspaper >> Genre >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis 

MMI LR, n>420: Everything equal 
MMI LR, 320<n<420: Newspaper, Conjunct Type, Genre >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis 
MMI LR, 160<n<320: Newspaper, Conjunct Type >> Genre >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis 
MMI LR, n<160: Newspaper >> Conjunct Type >> Genre >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis 

   RandomForest: Genre >> Newspaper >> Conjunct Type >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis 
No vs. non-no: 
 Range, n>340: Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Newspaper >> Conjunct Type >> Genre 

Range, 140<n<340: Newspaper >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Conjunct Type >> Genre 
Range, n<140: Conjunct Type >> Newspaper >> Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Genre 

 MMI LR, n>640: Irrealis-CONJ-Realis, Genre >> Newspaper >> Conjunct Type 
 MMI LR, 460<n<640: Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Genre >> Newspaper >> Conjunct Type 

MMI LR, n<460: Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Genre >> Conjunct Type >> Newspaper 
RandomForest, n>800: Irrealis-CONJ-Realis > Newspaper >> Conjunct Type > Genre 
RandomForest, n<800: Irrealis-CONJ-Realis >> Newspaper >> Genre >> Conjunct Type  
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Figure 1. Critical range difference values for being able to reject the null hypothesis that the predictors’ 
ranges are equal at the 5% significance level for two binary predictors. The range difference must be 
above the top series of 2’s or below the bottom series of 2’s to be significant.    
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Figure 2. Mean range of a predictor that came out as significant simply by chance depending on how 
many levels the predictor has and how many observations there are per level. Each point represents the 
mean from a sample of 1000 samples in which the predictor came out as significant by chance. The 
predictor with two levels consistently has a smaller mean range (by about 20) than the predictor with 9 
levels. 
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Figure 3. For each number of observations per cell, we draw samples from a null population in which 
neither predictor is correlated with the dependent variable and kept the first 1000 samples in which 
both predictors came out as significant in a stepwise logistic regression. For each sample, we perform a 
range comparison by subtracting the range of the predictor with fewer levels (always 2) from the range 
of the predictor with more levels (between 3 and 9), resulting in range differences. Below are plotted 
the critical values of these range differences at α=.05, i.e., 97.5% of the distribution of range differences 
in a sample with a certain number of observations per cell is further away from zero than the critical 
value. The bias in favor of predictors with more levels can be seen in that for any pair of series labeled 
with the same number, the top line is closer to zero on the vertical axis than the bottom line, especially 
for smaller sample sizes. 
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Figure 4. Best-fitting conditional inference trees for adversative conjunction choice in Russian 
newspapers 

Da (Y) vs. others (N) 

 
Odnako (Y) vs. others (N) 
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Figure 5. Range as a function of sample size (boxplots with 1000 replications per sample size; notches in 
the boxes show 95% confidence intervals for the median, shown by the thick horizontal line in the 
middle of a box; letters show outliers). 
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Figure 6. Multimodel Variable Importance as a function of sample size. 
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Figure 7. Random Forest Variable Importance as a function of sample size. 
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